CASE STUDY
Gardner-Webb University

BUILDING A (BRAND) NEW TOMORROW: PART 2

HOW GARDNER-WEBB UNIVERSITY LEVERAGED
A NEW BRAND PROMISE TO ENROLL MORE
STUDENTS WITH FEWER APPLICATIONS

BACKGROUND
At the outset of VisionPoint Marketing’s partnership with Gardner-Webb University -- a private
Christian liberal arts institution in Boiling Springs, North Carolina -- the University was grappling
with a three-year enrollment decline fueled by two daunting challenges: 1) increased competition
for fewer qualified high school graduates; and 2) a growing misperception about the value of a
liberal arts degree in a jobs-focused economy.
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In response to these challenges, Gardner-Webb was striving to position itself as a great option for
just about anyone, a one-size-fits-all approach that was actually softening rather than sharpening
its brand identity. As a result, the University was struggling to convince its most qualified
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applicants to actually enroll, converting only 17% of traditional undergraduate admitted students,
a low conversion rate relative to peer institutions. Plus, retention numbers were declining across
the board, especially in the traditional undergraduate program. To reverse this trend, something
desperately needed to change.
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SOLUTION
Gardner-Webb engaged VisionPoint to rebrand the University and reinvigorate its enrollment
marketing strategy. The crux of that strategy was a hypothesis that most tuition-driven institutions
consider too risky to try: that targeting fewer students could actually lead to higher enrollment.
The key would be to distill the essence of what sets Gardner-Webb apart into a clear brand
identity, and then communicate that brand promise in compelling ways to those students who
are the best fit. Gardner-Webb would stop trying to be all things to all people, instead resolving to
simply, and confidently, be itself.
As David Hawsey, Gardner-Webb’s Vice President for Enrollment Management, put it:

I’d like Gardner-Webb to be so well known that people
several states over know who we are, can name a handful
of key strengths and attributes, and consider us a top choice
for reasons that align with who we know ourselves to be.
A STORY WORTH TELLING
There are two keys to any brand-driven marketing strategy. The first is to ensure you have a true,
compelling brand story to tell; the second is to tell that story in the most compelling ways possible
to the right audiences. Part 1 of this case study explains how Gardner-Webb and VisionPoint
defined the University’s new brand, which hinges on six pillars:
•

Christian Community - The faith community at Gardner-Webb is genuine, welcoming and
socially engaged.

•

Student-Centered - Students are the heart of every institutional decision.

•

Partnerships - No student “goes it alone” at Gardner-Webb, finding administrators, faculty,
staff and alumni eager to partner with them at every step.

•

Small School, Big Opportunity - Gardner-Webb combines small school intimacy with bigtime opportunities.

•

Preparing Students Broadly and Deeply - The curriculum gives students both a breadth
of knowledge and deep, practical expertise in their field of choice.

•

Challenging, World-Class Academics - The academic program at Gardner-Webb is
both rigorous and supportive, led by exceptional faculty who are passionate teachers first,
scholars second.

Together, these six pillars comprise the core of Gardner-Webb’s brand promise, and the first three
(Christian Community, Student-Centered, and Partnerships) best express the unique benefits and
differentiators of a Gardner-Webb education. For more on that process of cultural change, check
out Building a Brand New Tomorrow, Part 1.
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A BRAND-DRIVEN ENROLLMENT MARKETING STRATEGY
Armed with a new, compelling brand promise, Gardner-Webb and VisionPoint devised a branddriven integrated marketing plan to identify and reach the right students and gently move them
through a relational engagement process toward conversion, which we defined as not only
application but enrollment.
Building the integrated plan involved several critical steps:
I. Discovering Gardner-Webb’s audience. To identify and
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better understand Gardner-Webb’s prospective undergraduate
student audience -- and to discover which elements of the
brand promise would most resonate with different subsets of
that audience -- we developed several marketing personas,
fictional characters who represent sets of Gardner-Webb’s
actual target population. The personas helped us understand
and appeal to Gardner-Webb’s “target audience” not as
an abstract concept but as real people with real interests,
concerns, behaviors, motivators, questions and goals.
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II. Understanding the situation. We conducted extensive research to better understand
the University’s existing processes, marketing channels and enrollment resources, plus market
research to better understand the competitive landscape. This culminated in a S.W.O.T (strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis that informed the development of specific
marketing strategies.
III. Defining our strategies. Armed with a thorough S.W.O.T. analysis, we designed top,
middle and bottom of the funnel marketing strategies that leverage Gardner-Webb’s strengths,
compensate for its weaknesses, and capitalize on opportunities in the marketplace. Those
strategies included:
•

Marketing to new geographies - Gardner-Webb was relatively unknown outside its immediate
region, so we ratcheted up search, display, social and remarketing efforts along with targeted
media buys in high-potential markets.

•

Getting prospects to campus - The GWU enrollment staff does an excellent job converting
students who travel to campus for official visits. With that in mind, we focused marketing
efforts on getting the right students to make those trips, offering calls-to-action in our
targeted advertising that encouraged students to engage with counselors, take a tour, attend
a visit day or simply drop by.

•

Amping up marketing to accepted students - Given that Gardner-Webb’s engagement
process culminated not just in the application but in enrollment, the University’s
undergraduate recruiting and marketing teams invested heavily into bottom-of-the-funnel
content for students who had already applied and been accepted.
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IV. Developing a plan. After brainstorming countless creative ideas to carry out those
strategies, we reconciled the best of those ideas with the realities of Gardner-Webb’s budget,
time and resources, developing a specific, cross-channel marketing plan that our teams could
collaboratively execute. Geared to build brand awareness at the top of the funnel and nurture
conversions through to the bottom, the specific tactics within the plan included:
•Building a foundation for the new GardnerWebb brand by creating a wide variety
of content designed to illustrate GardnerWebb’s brand promise in action. Together
with Gardner-Webb, we created a bevy
of video features and written stories that
hinged on the brand pillars, content the
Gardner-Webb team could leverage across
a number of channels including social
media, email, magazine, print and online
advertising, and television.

•

Aligning the University’s advertising strategy
with the brand pillars, not only by targeting
brand-specific keywords in search advertising
but also by investing into paid opportunities chosen specifically to reach Gardner-Webb’s
Christian target audience.

•

Investing heavily into marketing support for specific academic programs that fit three
strategic criteria:

•

•

Brand equity - We gravitated toward “signature” programs that uniquely align with
Gardner-Webb’s brand promise and through which Gardner-Webb could best
differentiate itself from competitors.

•

Market demand - Together with the Gardner-Webb enrollment team, we identified which
programs were most in demand among Gardner-Webb’s target student pool.

•

Room to grow - Together with the Senior Staff, we chose those programs that could
accommodate more students without adding additional faculty or facilities.

Supporting the University’s traditional undergraduate list purchases, not by buying search
or banner ads across vast geographies, but by targeting specific high-potential students
through email and targeted social media advertising.

Throughout every step of this process, we were careful to target those students who we believed
would understand and appreciate Gardner-Webb’s brand promise, offering them compelling
content that reinforced the new brand promise along with appropriate calls to action based on
their specific place in the decision-making process (i.e. the engagement funnel).
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RESULTS
HIGHER ENROLLMENT OF A SMALLER UNIVERSE
For Gardner-Webb, the investment into a narrowly targeted, brand-driven enrollment marketing strategy brought a
huge and immediate return:
•

The University enrolled 10.3 percent more students on 11 percent fewer applications and ten percent fewer visits.

•

Year-over-year conversion of undergraduate admits to enrolled students grew 24 percent.

•

The University enjoyed the lowest number of paid cancels in three years.

•

The University was 3.3 percent over its net revenue goal for the year.

On the surface, there are plenty of reasons why targeting fewer students might seem risky, even impossible. For
privates and publics alike, budgets are tight and every enrolled student makes a difference, so casting a smaller net
can be a tough sell. Even for those who see the logic in a targeted approach, pinpointing what sets your institution
apart from others and finding students who truly fit is tricky work, and being willing to commit to say who you are -and who you’re not -- takes courage.
In partnership with VisionPoint, Gardner-Webb University decided the upside of exercising that courage was well
worth the risks. As a result, Gardner-Webb now enjoys a clear, consistent brand identity and a growing population of
students who understand and appreciate that brand promise.
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